Below are three items that the FMAHealth Board has submitted for review in preparation for the Working Party meeting.

- **Working Agreements** - Included in the background materials for the Working Party meeting are Working Agreements for FMAHealth projects of the four Tactic Teams that have already sunset and transitioned to the Sponsoring Organizations as well as those for the Health Equity, Payment, and Practice teams, which will have sunset at the end of 2018. We do not plan to discuss these documents during our time at the meeting. Working Agreements for Health Equity, Payment and Practice Tactic Teams were reviewed at the August 2018 Working Party Meeting. However, please review the agreements, along with your organization’s role in them, and inform the FMAHealth liaison from your organization of any updates or corrections.

- **FMAHealth Highlights Presentation** - Thank you for your request that we put together a summary highlights document to share with you, your respective boards, staffs and memberships. We enjoyed looking back across the last few years, and decided to create a presentation using a Prezi format. It is a self-guided format. Just click on different topic areas, and you will find additional information about each topic. If you are a Working Party veteran, please plan to allow at least 30 min to review this material. If you are a recent representative to the Working Party, please plan on an hour or so. This presentation gives a sampling of both the breadth and depth of the FMAHealth initiative to date. To go to the presentation, [click here](#). To view an instruction guide for navigating Prezi, [click here](#).

  Our board members have asked me to mention that it’s best to block time before you get on the plane to fly to the meeting. It will be difficult to review this on the plane whether there is internet access or not. If you have any difficulty accessing or working with the Prezi, please contact Mal O’Connor at moconnor@cfar.com or Kisha Davis at kdavis@cfar.com. They will be glad to help you.

- **Collaborative Platform Proposal** - The FMAHealth Board puts forward the attached proposals to the Working Party for consideration of developing a platform to help sustain and strengthen collaboration across the 8 family medicine organizations. We will spend the majority of our time Saturday morning reviewing this proposal with you and discussing options for continuing the spirit of collaboration that has been fostered by your creation and implementation of FMAHealth as a specialty-wide strategic effort.

We appreciate your review of these materials and look forward to discussion on Saturday, January 12, 2019.

Sincerely,

Glen Stream

FMAHealth President & Board Chair